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 Rethinking Writing Center

 Conferencing Strategies for the
 ESL Writer

 Judith K. Powers

 The University of Wyoming Writing Center has recently experienced a

 dramatic increase in ESL conferencing, brought about mainly by the
 establishment of a writing across the curriculum program on campus and by
 changes in the way we teach first-year composition courses for international

 students. In responding to the almost three-fold increase in numbers of ESL

 conferences over the past two years, our writing center faculty has begun to

 question whether traditional collaborative strategies are appropriate and
 effective for second-language writers.

 Probably more than anything else, the past two years' influx of ESL
 writers has pointed up two significant - and interrelated - concerns to
 writing center faculty. The first is how firm our assumptions are about our

 job and the "right" way to accomplish it. The second is how little training

 we as a faculty have in the principles and techniques of effective ESL
 conferencing. On both counts, we probably do not differ greatly from
 writing center faculties across the country. This paper presents the problems

 we encountered in conferencing with ESL writers and discusses the processes

 that evolved as we sought solutions. 1

 Traditional Conferencing Strategies and the ESL Writer
 Since our writing center faculty was largely untrained in teaching ESL

 writing and unaware of the many differences in acquiring first- and second-

 language writing skills, the increase in numbers of ESL conferences proved
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 40 The Writing Center Journal

 a mixed blessing. We were delighted, on the one hand, to be reaching a
 greater number of second-language writers on campus; on the other hand, we

 sometimes felt frustrated when these conferences did not work the way we

 expected. Unfortunately, many of the collaborative techniques that had been

 so successful with native-speaking writers appeared to fail (or work differ-
 ently) when applied to ESL conferences.

 When ESL writers came into the writing center, we tended to approach

 those conferences just as we would conferences with native-speaking writers,

 determining what assistance the writers needed through a series of questions

 about process and problems, purpose and audience. In both cases, our
 intention in adopting this strategy was to establish a Socratic rather than a

 didactic context, one which we hoped would allow us to lead writers to the

 solution of their own problems. Occasionally, conferences might involve the

 direct exchange of information (e.g., when numbers should be spelled out).

 More typically, though, we intended to lead writers to discover good
 solutions rather than answers, solutions that were theirs, not the tutor's.

 Unfortunately, this process, which has generally served native-speaking
 writers well (Harris, Leahy) and is justifiably a source of pride for those who

 can make it work, was often ineffective for our second-language writers,

 especially those confronting college-level writing in English for the first time.

 Perhaps the major reason for this failure is the difference in what the two

 groups of writers bring to the writing center conference. Most native-
 speaking writers, for better or for worse, have come to us with comparatively

 broad and predictable experiences of writing and writing instruction in
 English. When they have problems with some concept or technique, it is
 therefore relatively easy for writing center faculty to intuit the source of their

 difficulty and adjust our questioning to help them discover new, more
 workable principles. A writer, for example, who is trying to force two points

 (or four points) into three paragraphs is likely to have been drilled in the five-

 paragraph essay format and can be guided fairly easily to discover that not all

 ideas break down into three parts. ESL writers, however, seldom come to the

 writing center conference with any substantial background in writing and

 writing instruction in English. Attempts, therefore, to play off such
 experience in devising collaborative strategies are likely to fail.

 Furthermore, ESL writers typically come to the writing center confer-
 ence with first-language rhetorics different from the rhetoric of academic

 English with which they are struggling (Grabe and Kaplan; Leki) . Since what

 these writers already know about writing is based in those first-language
 rhetorics, it is likely that attempts to use common collaborative strategies will
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 backfire and lead them away from, not toward, the solutions they seek.
 Consider, for example, the common and fairly simple problem of helping a
 writer understand that a conclusion should contain no new, unsupported
 ideas. While it is fairly easy to impress a native-speaking writer with the logic

 of this rule (because the term conclusion itself implies it), the rule is not at all

 logical to writers from cultures where effective conclusions do, in fact,
 include new ideas. In this, as in other conferencing situations, those
 attempting to assist second-language writers may be hampered not only by

 the writers' limited backgrounds in the rhetoric of written English but also

 by their learned patterns as educated writers of their own languages. As
 another example, bringing ESL writers to see the logic of placing important

 material at the beginnings of English paragraphs may, at times, involve
 overriding their long-time cultural assumptions that such material should

 appear at the end. Because collaborative techniques depend so heavily on
 shared basic assumptions or patterns, conferences that attempt merely to take

 the techniques we use with native-speaking writers and apply them to ESL

 writers may fail to assist the writers we intend to help.

 The sense of audience that ESL writers bring to the writing center has

 also affected the success of our typical conferencing strategy. Experienced

 writing center faculty can lead native-speaking writers to a fuller awareness

 of certain writing principles through questions about their audience - what
 the members of their audience already know about a subject, what purpose

 a reader might have for reading their piece of writing, what kind of people

 make up their audience and what qualities will impress that group. Using this

 Socratic technique, in fact, helps us avoid the didactic role of identifying
 correct and incorrect approaches. However, second-language writers, al-
 ready handicapped by an unfamiliar rhetoric, are likely to be writing to an

 unfamiliar audience as well. Part of what they need from us is knowledge of

 what that unknown audience will expect, need, and find convincing. Thus,

 ESL writers are asking us to become aud iences for their work in a broader way

 than native speakers are; they view us as cultural informants about American

 academic expectations.
 Predictably, as a result of these differences in the educational, rhetorical,

 and cultural contexts of ESL writers, our faculty found themselves increas-

 ingly in the role of informant rather than collaborator. We were becoming

 more direct, more didactic in our approach, teaching writing to ESL writers

 essentially as an academic subject.
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 Understanding the Need for Intervention
 In this shifted role lay the crux of the difficulty we increasingly experi-

 enced with ESL conferencing. Because our whole writing center philoso-
 phy - our Socratic, nondirective approach - was (and is) geared away from
 the notion that we are teachers of an academic subject, it was not easy for us
 to see ourselves as cultural/rhetorical informants with valuable information

 to impart. One unfortunate result of this situation was that writing center

 faculty tended to define conferences where ESL writers got what they needed

 from us (i.e., direct help) as failures rather than successes.

 This problem occurred in ESL conferences involving all aspects of
 writing. Writing center instructors found themselves, for example, telling

 writers what their audiences would expect rather than asking the writers to

 decide, answering questions about the sufficiency of the evidence provided

 in a particular context rather than leaving that decision to the writer, or
 showing writers how to say something rather than asking them what they
 wanted to say. When such exchanges occurred, we found it difficult to view

 them from the standpoint of the ESL writer for whom the conference might

 have been a success; rather, we measured them against our nondirective
 philosophy which we appeared to have betrayed.

 The distance between the needs of the ESL writer and the assumptions

 of the system has perhaps been most apparent in conferences where ESL
 writers have come to us for help with editing and proofing. Like many
 writing centers, the University of Wyoming Writing Center handles the
 perennial problem of students wanting drafts edited with a policy statement:

 We will teach writers editing and proofing strategies but will not edit or proof

 for them. This distinction serves us reasonably well when dealing with
 native-speaking writers. It is less successful, however, in setting workable

 parameters for ESL conferences, partly because our ESL conferees have
 difficulty understanding the line it draws, but mostly because the techniques

 we use to teach editing/proofing strategies to native-speaking writers seldom

 work for ESL writers. These techniques, which largely involve reading aloud

 and learning to use the ear to edit, presume that the writer hears the language

 correctly and is more familiar and comfortable with the oral than the written

 word. Native-speaking writers reading aloud can typically locate problem
 passages, which we can then discuss with them, suggesting principles upon

 which they can base editing decisions. In this scenario, we hope writers learn

 to raise and answer their own questions.

 Neither reading aloud nor editing by ear appears to work for the majority

 of ESL writers we see, however. Few beginning second-language writers
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 "hear" the language "correctly," and many are more familiar with written

 than with spoken English. Since they have no inner editor prompting them

 to stop and raise questions, we are likely to adjust our technique to their needs

 and discover we are locating errors for ESL writers in a way that looks very

 much like editing. When we find ourselves backed into this situation, we
 immediately begin to raise questions about our appropriation of writers'
 texts, an anathema in writing center methodology not only for practical
 reasons inherent in working with classroom assignments but also because our

 aim is to demystify writing for conferees and increase their self-reliance and

 self-confidence. While the intervention that ESL writers appear to require

 of us in working with editing problems does not differ greatly from the
 intervention involved when we assist those same writers with rhetorical

 structure and audience, it strikes us more forcibly because it is familiar and

 easy to perceive. In fact, it looks very much like the "bad" kind of help native

 speakers sometimes want when they bring papers in to be "corrected."

 The mixed feelings that the ESL editing issue engendered were not a new

 problem for the writing center. Throughout our history, we had faced and

 handled requests for assistance in editing ESL texts, responding to them more

 or less on a case-by-case basis, with varying levels of confidence in our
 decisions. Almost every semester, for example, the demand for editorial
 assistance with ESL theses and dissertations reaches the point at which
 writing center faculty begin to complain in frustration about ESL writers

 expecting them to correct and rewrite texts. Each year, the staff has vowed

 to establish a clearer policy that will prevent abuses of the system, discussed

 the subject vigorously, realized that doing so would limit the open-door
 policy we value so much, and consequently let the subject slide.

 The primary difference between our past ESL conferencing experiences

 and our experiences of the last two years was our awareness of an emerging

 pattern in ESL conferencing that called into question some of our fundamen-

 tal assumptions about what we do. Increased numbers of second-language
 conferences, as well as conferences involving a larger variety of writing tasks,

 highlighted difficulties in applying our traditional conferencing strategies to

 all aspects of second-language writing, not just editing. What had once
 appeared scattered instances of ineffectiveness in our typical approach
 became symptomatic of a broader inability to meet the needs of ESL writers

 with the same basic methods we use to assist native speakers. This realization

 led us to question whether our past reluctance to confront directly the issues

 involved in ESL conferencing was really the benign neglect we had assumed

 it to be or whether we were unintentionally undermining the principles we
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 meant to protect and distancing ourselves from the needs of a large group of
 writers.

 Adapting Conferencing Strategies to Assist ESL Writers
 Once genuinely convinced that traditional collaborative strategies often

 do not work with ESL writers, our faculty realized that the key to more
 effective ESL conferencing was an attitude adjustment on our part. We had

 to accept that ESL writers bring different contexts to conferences than native

 speakers do, that they are, therefore, likely to need different kinds of
 assistance from us, and that successful assistance to ESL writers may involve

 more intervention in their writing processes than we consider appropriate

 with native-speaking writers.

 For those of us whose experience has demonstrated the virtues of
 nondirective conferencing techniques, simple acceptance of the need to
 adopt more directive strategies was not always an easy first step. Part of the

 difficulty in taking this step stemmed from the fact that the differences

 between native-speaking and second-language writers are sometimes masked

 by a deceiving familiarity in what they say and do. When native-speaking

 writers come into the writing center expecting us to tell them what is the

 answer to a problem or the rightvtzy to express an idea, we may see them -

 often quite rightly - as either "timid" writers who need their self-confidence

 boosted, teacher-dependent writers who want an authority to appropriate
 their writing, or "lazy" writers who want someone else to do their work. In

 any of these cases, we see our job as getting the writer to assume responsibility

 for the writing. ESL writers who come to us expecting answers to questions

 about where their thesis statements should appear, how many developmental

 paragraphs they must have, how much and what kind of support a point
 requires, or how an idea should be phrased too often appear to fall into one

 of these categories: they appear to be insecure, to be abdicating responsibility
 for their texts for one of the above reasons.

 Although the questions that ESL writers ask us are deceivingly similar to

 the questions native speakers sometimes raise, the contexts of the questions

 make them substantially different. What we discovered is that failure to
 recognize the essential difference in these seemingly similar questions se-
 verely undercuts our ability to assist second-language writers in acquiring the

 academic writing skills they need. If we assumed such writers were shy or

 dependent writers who merely needed encouragement to take charge of their

 texts, and if we adopted our usual collaborative approach to bring about that

 recognition of ownership, we were unlikely to achieve our accustomed results
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 because we were applying an attitude solution to an information problem. If

 we assumed the worst - that the writers were lazy and were trying to get us

 to take over the writing - we might be travelling even further toward the

 wrong solution, based on the wrong evidence. We were, in fact, unlikely to

 provide useful help to ESL writers until we saw the questions they raised
 about basic form and usage not as evasions of responsibility but as the real

 questions of writers struggling with an unfamiliar culture, audience, and
 rhetoric.

 To extend the benefits of conferencing and collaborative learning to ESL

 writers, writing center faculty must understand what these writers need from

 us and how their needs differ from those of native-speaking writers. The

 principal difference in the two conferencing situations appears to be the
 increased emphasis on our role as informant (rather than collaborator) in the

 second-language conference. Because we know little about ESL writers'
 rhetorics, backgrounds, and cultures, and because they know little about
 their current academic discourse community and the rhetoric of academic

 English, we can assist them only by becoming more direct in our approach,

 by teaching them writing as an academic subject. Doing so may, in fact,
 involve teaching them directly what their writing should look like by
 supplying them with formats for presenting written responses to various
 academic assignments and informing them of what their audiences will
 expect in terms of presentation, evidence, shape, etc.

 Conclusion

 Although collaborative learning is not a familiar process to most of the

 international students we see in the writing center, and some of the Socratic

 techniques we have developed as a result of this theory do not serve the ESL

 population particularly well, collaborative writing and conference teaching

 do work for these writers in some important ways. As with native-speaking

 writers, the process of verbalizing an idea often helps ESL writers discover a

 direction, and the act of sketching a structure (even with the help of a faculty

 member) clarifies the principles of that construct in a way merely reading

 about it cannot. ESL writers who describe their conferencing experiences
 mention a new awareness of audience, a clarification of the principles of
 organization, and the discovery of new vocabulary and sentence structures as

 benefits. In fact, just by acquiring a vocabulary to discuss their writing in

 English, second-language writers make a first step toward understanding and

 self-sufficiency.
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 But these benefits of collaboration accrue to ESL writers through
 successfiil writing center conferences. We can assist ESL writers to become
 more capable writers of English only if we understand what they bring to the

 writing center conference and allow that perspective to determine our
 conferencing strategies. Structuring successful ESL conferences probably
 requires that we reexamine our approach as outsiders might, making a real

 attempt to discard the rhetoric and patterns of thought that are so familiar

 to us as to seem inevitable. We might, for example, better assist our second-

 language writers by analyzing academic assignments from an outside perspec-

 tive to see exactly what is expected in American academic prose, gathering

 information about audience expectations that recognize our culturally based

 assumptions, and learning to ask questions in conferences that will allow ESL

 writers to understand more about idea generation and presentation of
 evidence. Conferences based on this information and approach might appear

 different, on the surface, from conferences we conduct with native-speaking

 writers, but they bring us closer to accomplishing our writing center's goal of

 providing meaningful help to all campus writers with all kinds of writing

 questions.
 When writing center faculty, with the best of intentions, apply collabo-

 rative techniques devised for native-speaking writers to ESL writers, the
 possibility of cultural miscommunication and failed conferences is inherent

 in the methodology itself. Since its inception, our writing center has
 struggled in concern and frustration over a frequent inability to make ESL

 conferences both successful for the participants and consistent with our
 conferencing philosophy. In retrospect, it appears that much of this struggle

 basically involved attempts to determine which of the conference partici-
 pants was responsible for conferences that failed to meet one or both of these

 criteria. Sometimes we concluded that the writer was at fault for refusing to

 accept responsibility for the text and thereby undermining the collaborative

 process. More frequently, we blamed ourselves for failing to apply our
 conferencing principles and techniques appropriately or allowing ourselves

 to be drawn into directive conferencing by an unusually clever or forceful

 writer. Our experience of the past two years has convinced us that we will

 increase the effectiveness of ESL conferencing only when we understand,
 accept, and respond to the differences between the needs of ESL and native-

 speaking writers. Attempts to reform or reshape the participants in the
 conference are unlikely to prove effectual; we must reexamine and revise the
 method itself.
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 Note

 l(Dur ESL population (currently 465 students) is almost exclusively
 international students who have studied English in their own countries
 before coming to the United States. The largest group of students come from

 China, India, Malaysia, Norway, and Taiwan; they have achieved a minimun

 TOEFL score of 525 and have been admitted to the university.
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